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Reformation and Renaissance Review and its Douglas Murray Prize adjudication panel are delighted,
in accordance with the prize regulations, to announce the joint winners of the Douglas Murray Prize
(£500 each) for Reformation and Renaissance Review 21 (2019): 

MANFRED  SVENSSON,  University  of  the  Andes,  Santiago,  Chile,  for  his  article  in
Reformation  and  Renaissance  Review  21,  no.  3  (2019):  218 238,  entitled:  “Aristotelian‒
Practical  Philosophy  from  Melanchthon  to  Eisenhart:  Protestant  Commentaries  on  the
Nicomachean Ethics 1529 1683‒ ”.

ANDREW SPICER, Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK, for his article in Reformation
and Renaissance  Review 21,  no.  2  (2019):  64 88,  entitled:  “Religious  Representation  in‒
Comenius’s Orbis sensualium pictus (1658)”.

The award panel for this volume consisted of Torrance Kirby (McGill), David Manning (Leicester)
and Ian Hazlett (Glasgow). Some of their comments were as follows:

On Svensson: Svensson succeeds in demonstrating the vitality of the tradition of Protestant
commentary on Aristotle and the broad extent of its influence ... Pushing beyond the usual
interest in Melanchthon is fully justified and makes for a rewarding study.

On Spicer: This is a rich and intriguing study making effective use of a variety of methods and
genres to advance its cause ... the article is beautifully, and appropriately, illustrated.

On behalf of the journal and its readers I  would like to thank the review panel for their diligent
scrutiny of the entries and extend the warmest  congratulations to the two prize winners for their
outstanding articles.

The articles in this issue range across a variety of themes covering the Reformation and early
modern religion with a strong focus on theological dispute and polemic. Two articles on Scotland
reveal different modes of handling theological arguments, whether in tight scholastic argumentation
or more sermonic and rhetorical forms. In their different ways both also suggest a need to broaden our
horizons in discerning the complex formation of theological orthodoxy in early modern Scotland.
Similarly, an article on Polish witchcraft demonstrates the complexity of polemic and the need to pay
careful attention to its audience and motivations. It shows how concerns over treatment of witches
became part of a wider Reformation polemic. The final article on the controversial German Reformer
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt also warns us to be careful  of  accepting too readily hostile or
polemical  evaluations and points to  the value of  using artistic  representations  in  gaining a fully-
rounded account of a person’s thought and legacy.

Russell  Newton’s  article  examines  an  isolated  but  important  case  of  preaching  against
Antinomianism in mid-seventeenth-century Scotland. At a time when the Antinomian controversy
was raging in England and New England, Newton shows the concern of one Scottish preacher – most
likely James Fergusson – to warn his congregation about the theological dangers of this doctrine.
Fergusson’s interest in Antinomianism may well have been prompted by the worries of the Scottish
Commissioners  to  the  Westminster  Assembly but  is  also  suggestive  of  a  deeper  concern  for  the
education and protection of  his  flock.  Significantly,  it  demonstrates  the  application of  a forensic
technique of sermonic analysis, adapted from the much more prevalent anti-Catholic polemic of the
age.  In the  wake of recent  interest  over early modern Antinomianism,  Newton’s article certainly
suggests the need to reconsider the Scottish dimension of this controversy. Its more pressing concern,
however, is to draw attention to a rich but neglected seam of Scottish preaching and to demonstrate
how analysis of sermons can inform and deepen our views of theological polemic.



Giovanni  Gellera’s  article  returns  to  the  theme  of  theological  polemic  in  early  modern
Scotland, but this time concerning the complex, scholastic debates surrounding free will and divine
determination.
Its focus is on the  Idea philosophiae moralis (1679) of James Dundas, a recently-discovered text
which  reveals  important  dimensions  of  philosophical  and  theological  debate  in  late  seventeenth-
century Scotland. Dundas was educated in the tradition of Reformed scholasticism but was writing at
the  beginning  of  the  Enlightenment,  when the  ideas  of  Hobbes  and Descartes  were  increasingly
circulating  in  Scottish  universities.  Somewhat  surprisingly,  Dundas’  own views on psychological
determinism and compatibilism show an affinity with Hobbes. However, as Gellera demonstrates,
Dundas’ own intellectualism is, in fact, rooted in an earlier, native tradition of reflection – namely the
doctrine  of  the  Scottish  theologian  John  Cameron,  notorious  as  the  founder  of  Amyraldianism.
Drawing  on  Cameron’s  controversial  views,  Dundas  sought  to  reconcile  them with  an  orthodox
Presbyterian account of divine determination and grace, making for a unique synthesis of scholastic
doctrines.  Debate  continues  to  rage  over  the  influence  of  Thomism  and  Scotism  on  Reformed
orthodoxy and Gellera’s article will be an important contribution to this discussion. It also highlights
the creative and innovative dimension of Scottish intellectual debate at this time, contributing to a
wider re-evaluation of early modern Scottish philosophy and theology which is currently taking place.

Michael  Ostling’s  article  offers  an  in-depth  account  of  an  important  seventeenth-century
Polish treatise on witchcraft,  Czarownica powołana [The Denounced Witch]. At a time when many
were urging the harsh treatment and condemnation of witches, The Denounced Witch has often been
seen as advocating a more humanitarian and enlightened approach. While not entirely abandoning this
perspective, Ostling offers a revisionist view, suggesting a Jesuit origin to this treatise and showing its
principal purpose as being a plea to return witchcraft trials to the ecclesiastical courts from the secular
courts. The author of  The Denounced Witch certainly develops a strident critique of the harsh and
cruel treatment of witches by magistrates, but Ostling shows that his main concern is to warn against
the spread of Protestant heresy, and not the folk superstitions of ignorant women, as the true work of
the Devil. The Polish Reformation has often been treated as an example of exceptionalism, but it was
certainly no exception in its  treatment  of  witches.  In  light  of  this,  Ostling’s article points to  the
complex religious dynamics which often surrounded issues of witchcraft in Poland and shows how
easily these became entwined with wider Reformational standpoints.

The  final  article  by  Alejandro  Zorzin  examines  the  portraiture  of  the  Radical  Reformer
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt.  Through detailed comparison of other portraits  and images of
Karlstadt, as well as drawing on a wealth of contemporary accounts, Zorzin argues that a well-known
double  portrait  of  1522  by  Lucas  Cranach  the  Elder  is  very  likely  a  depiction  of  a  young  and
fashionable Karlstadt and his aristocratic bride Anna von Mochau painted on the occasion of their
wedding.  The  portrait  significantly  coincides  with  the  drive  for  further  reform  in  Wittenberg
spearheaded by Karlstadt himself and can itself be seen as part of the wider Protestant campaign to
legitimise and celebrate clerical marriage. As such, Zorzin suggests it offers a rather different picture
of  the  Wittenberg Reformer  than that  often found in contemporary accounts,  not  least  of  hostile
opponents such as Luther himself. It reveals Karlstadt’s place in an elite circle of intellectuals and
reformers and also suggests that his campaign against religious imagery did not negate an evident
appreciation for aesthetics. It is thus an important complement to the new picture of Karlstadt already
emerging from preparation of the critical edition of his works.

The  last  few  months  have  not  been  easy  for  anyone  with  the  rise  of  the  Coronavirus
pandemic. I am very grateful to the contributors of this issue for speedy handling of proofs and edits
and especially to the team at  Taylor & Francis for all  their  hard work in producing this issue in
challenging circumstances. Thank you also to Dr Jon Balserak for preparation of the book reviews for
us to enjoy in this issue. I do hope that you all stay safe and well during this difficult time.


